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County exceeds Ohio turnout average

The News'
Briefs University
UC administrator
voters voice
accused of theft
their apathy
in numbers
CINCINNATI - A University of Cincinnati administrator has been charged
with stealing $1,300 from
the state school through
falsified travel reimbursements, a university
spokesman said Wednesday.
Campus police on Tuesday arrested Thomas W.
Williams, SS, assistant dean
of the university's College
of Arts & Sciences. University auditors alleged that he
submitted duplicate reimbursement requests for
travel expenses.
The alleged theft in
March was discovered in a
recent audit, said school
spokesman Greg Hand. Williams is scheduled to appear
Nov. 21 in Hamilton County
Municipal Court.
Williams, who earns
$44,200 a year, went on
leave when the investigation began several
weeks ago. He remains on
paid leave while the felony
theft charge Is pending,
Hand said.
Williams did not return a
telephone call to his Cincinnati home Wednesday.

If your vote was
bought...

It would have cost this
much. A breakdown of how
the major presidential candidates did, with 99 percent
of the vote counted:
■ BILL CLINTON:
States carried: 31 and the
District of Columbia.
Electoral votes: 379.
Popular Vote: 45,557,228
- 49 percent.
He spent: $112 million.
Approximate cost per
vote: $2.46.
■ BOB DOLE:
States carried: 19.
Electoral votes: 1S9.
Popular Vote: 37,841,817
- 41 percent.
He spent: $116 million.
Approximate cost per
vote: $3.06.
■ ROSS PEROT
States carried: None.
Electoral votes: None.
Popular Vote: 7.862,865 8 percent.
He spent: $37 million.
Approximate cost per
vote: $4.70.

Four-and-a-half
million Ohioans
participate
in election
The Associated Press

Joe Boyle
The BC News
University voters did nothing
to dispel the belief they are
apathetic, with under 25 percent
of registered voters casting their
ballots.
Only 900 voters exercised their
rights Tuesday, a figure College
Democrats President Kerry Aulizia found a bit disappointing.
"There were around 1700 new
registrations," Aulizia said. "I
don't understand why people
would register and not vote."
Aulizia said she was happy
with the way the vote ended up
on campus.
"I'm happy with what we did.
We carried every race except the
prosecutor's," she said. "We
worked morning to afternoon."
Fifty-six percent of campus
voters cast their vote for Bill
Clinton, while 33 percent voted
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A lone student stands at a voting stall Tuesday morning. Trunout on campus was reportedly under
2S percent.
for GOP nominee Bob Dole. Interestingly enough, 10 percent of
campus voters voted for third
party candidates, a number Aulizia found interesting.
"I think it's great people are
voting for third-parties," she
said.
The only race not carried by a
Democratic candidate oncampus was the Wood County
Prosecuting Attorney's race,

with incumbent Alan Mayberry assing results from the campus
handily defeating Democratic precinct.
"The turnout was pretty high challenger John Garand, 56 perit you exclude the abysmal turncent to 44 percent.
Countywide, 67 percent of reg- out on campus, less than 25 peristered voters turned up at the cent," he said.
polls - a rather large percentage,
"If you threw out Bowling
according to Mike Marsh, chair- Green 1-C, we'd be closer to 70
man of the Wood County Repub- percent. Our average is still
lican Party.
higher than the statewide. I think
Marsh said the overall turnout the school issues brought people
was great - despite the embar- out," he said.

COLUMBUS - About 4.5 million Ohioans turned out to vote on
Election Day, Secretary of State
Bob Taft said Wednesday.
That is about 66 percent of the
state's 6.8 million registered
voters and 54 percent of the
state's voting-age population of
8.3 million.
The turnout is based on unofficial counts. Taft had predicted
that around 69 percent of registered voters would vote Tuesday.
"Yesterday's voter turnout was
lower than expected," he said. "It
was, however, similar to recent
presidential elections except for
the record turnout of 1992."
That year, 5 million Ohioans or 77 percent of registered
voters - voted, compared with
4.5 million in 1988 and 4.6 million'
in 1984.
County-by-county turnout
ranged from a high of about 75
percent in Putnam County

GOP promises cooperation
David Espo
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON ~ Savoring
their renewed majority, Republican congressional leaders spoke
optimistically Wednesday of cooperation with President Clinton
on their agenda of tax cuts and
smaller government. "We don't
have to live in a world of confrontation," said Speaker Newt
Gingrich.
At the same time. Senate

Majority Leader Trent Lott
promised a probe into the allegations of Democratic campaign financial misdeeds that Bob Dole
raised in his losing bid for the
White House. "We have a responsibility in a variety of ways to
take a look at... what appears to
be wrongdoing," he said.
But another round of Whitewater hearings?
No, says the Senate Banking
Committee chairman, Alfonse
D'Amato, R-N.Y., who also

headed the special Senate panel
that delved into the Clintons' ties
with the owners of a failed S&L
and subsequent dealings.
"We should leave that in the
hands of the special prosecutor,
and shouldn't be attempting to
substitute our judgment,"
D'Amato said Wednesday.
"It's not the time to be looking
at investigations, either by the
banking committee or any other"
See GOP, page four.
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Dr. Ribeau was featured on a WFAL-AM show Wednesday evening.

Local reader in touch with supernatural
Amy Johnson
The BG News
The door opens into a room
smelling of incense. The shop
looks like it Is: a place to buy New
Age accoutennents. It even
comes with a black cat meowing
in a corner.
A customer walks up to the
counter past the candles, wands,
jewelry and stones that fill the
walls around her. She has come
to get a reading, a Tarot card
reading. She goes to a seat located behind the counter and sits
down.
Ellen Heckman greets the customer with a smile as she finishes the touches to a grief wand she
is making from a tree which once
stood in the cemetery of her
hometown.
"The wand Is meant to do what
it says, help with grief in a person's life," Heckman said with a
strong yet personable voice.
Heckman hands the customer a
set of Voodoo Tarot cards and the
customer begins to shuffle the
deck. The outcome of her shuffle
begins to take shape as Heckman
takes the cards and positions
them on the table.
Wearing a Thorres Hammer, a
symbol of being "true to the
Gods, "around her neck, Heckman sits on the floor across from
the customer and begins to
"read" the cards laying before
her.
For about IS minutes Heckman
interprets the meaning of the
cards. She is direct with her

Perot had no effect
on Dole

It looks like President
Clinton would have beaten
Bob Dole by about the same
margin if Ross Perot hadn't
been on the ballot.
Perot voters would have
divided their votes evenly
between Clinton and Dole if
the Texas billionaire hadn't
been in the race, according
to interviews Tuesday with
voters at polling places nationwide.
The Election Day results,
with 99 percent of precincts
reporting, were: Clinton, 49
percent; Dole, 41 percent;
Perot, 8 percent. Other
third-party candidates got a
combined 2 percent.
Asked who they would
have voted for if only Clinton and Dole had been on
the ballot, 30 percent of
Perot's voters said they
would have backed Clinton,
30 percent said they would
have backed Dole and 36
percent said they wouldn't
have voted.
The exit poll was conducted by the Voter News
Service for The Associated
Press and five television
networks.
Ellen Heckman, owner of "Rede," West Wooster Street, shuffles through some tarot cards.
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See HECKMAN, page four.
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Taxing question of community
I'd like to thank The News for the articles on the
debate and my Tuesday night lecture. I appreciate
the fact that the events were covered. Many campuses
deliberately ignore events like these.
However, the second article (the one about the
lecture) contained a number of inaccuracies that I'm
sure were unintentional. But as a result, the article
did not reflect what I had intended to communicate.
And in many spots, it had me saying the exact
opposite.I would like to clarify those issues, so that
no one will get the wrong impression.
First, the article had me saying that I was "attempting to prove that only one true religion can be
possible." That's not exactly right. Actually, I was trying to show that one could not rule out the possibility
that one religion might be the true one.
Secondly, the article had me saying that "none of
them are wrong, they just have different perspectives
on the same thing." In fact, I challenged this idea.
This is the opposite of what I said.
Thirdly, the article had me saying that "people
should not make exclusive claims to truth." Again, I
rejected this view, and argued that It is not intolerant
to make exclusive claims to truth.
Fourth, the article quoted me as saying that "tolerance of religion has become incoherent because of
relattvity.'Actually, I claimed that religious relativism,
not relativity, is incoherent — because it is self-contradictory. That is "All religious claims are relative."
is an example of a religious claim that is not relative,
and so it is self-refuting.
Fifth, the article said I claimed that "religion has
become intolerant." Not at all, I never claimed that
religion had become intolerant, but that relativists
were intolerant of religions that make exclusive claims
to truth.
Sixth, the article said that I said "Truth must be
relative." In fact, my whole point was the exact opposite! The basic meaning of the word "truth," I argued,
is corresponding to reality — in an objective sense.
Overall, I was merely presenting the thesis that
tolerance means treating others with love and repect,
but not necessarily accepting everyone's religious
views as equally true. And, therefore, it is at least
possible that there might be one true religion. One
cannot rule out that option by appealing to tolerance.

On the eve of the election,
a letter to the editor on this
page found Its way Into my craw
and stuck. Not as bad as being
called "pitiful" for not going rahrah, but still Irksome, was a
letter concerning the Bowling
Green Schools levy, written by
a guy named Steve. Steve felt
that he should abstain from
voting on that because It would
have "a permanent financial
Influence on the citizens" that
would "remain an obligation
and responsibility for others,"
specifically since it came In the
form of a real estate tax. which
would not directly affect a
BGSU student's pocketbook
(though students' slum, er,
landlords would be affected).
This rationale seems reasonable: If you would not be
taxed, don't vote for or against
the tax. But what of BG parents who. like students, do not
own real estate, but unlike students, have an Immediate Interest In the city's quality of
education? Should they exercise their "consciences" and
bite the bullet by letting only
the landowners decide if a tax
should be levied?
I don't think so. and this

Pierce
marks a point of divergence
between Steve and I on what
voting means. While his letter
stresses non-interference, I believe possessing the right to
vote does give the voter the
light, In many cases, to impose
his or her will on others, despite
what would seem to be a lack
of vested Interest. Students and
the hypothetical parents 1 mentioned do not own real estate,
but as community members,
they are at liberty to mandate
whether an Individual who
owns real estate, thus having
a financial stake In the community, should also have a stake
in the education of Its children.
It is this sort of issue that forces
voters to examine their values
and transfer them to the polls,
which I've always found a more
Important aspect of voting than
utter self-interest.
It is undoubtedly evident
that a school levy of this sort
can elicit conflicting feelings

from a college student. I would
think (hope) most of us would
support levies, knowing the
Importance and value of at least
adequate educational materials
in the preparation of young
people for college and beyond.
I myself come from a community where voting down levies Is a sadistic, backward
ritual on the level of pelting a
random woman to death with
rocks. I now see my hometown
falling into a ruin that no
amount of money saved by an
Individual homeowner can prevent. Not surprisingly. I voted
-yes."
There are others, though,
who. like Steve, wished to distance themselves from the decision. This also Is not surprising In that the vagabond college student can be thrown Into
turmoil by the choice between
voting in an unfamiliar college
town, absentee voting for a
hometown they rarely visit, or
giving up on the whole process.
For the first time in three
years, I voted In Bowling Green,
primarily because I realized the
importance of the student vote.
We are a vital, if not the most
vital, part of this town, filtering

in huge amounts of revenue,
making up a good chunk of the
work force, and creating the
atmosphere from late August to
May. By voting on local Issues,
we apply our education to the
place we spend most of our
days, and we assert ourselves
as community members, if only
for a few years before we are
replaced by a fresh set of collegiate voters. We can bring down
the walls of "townles vs. students" through voting and community activities, winning the
respect of permanent residents
as enlightened young adults,
instead of their rue as spoiled
caroust-rs.
Though the election is
gone and the levy went down
to an Ignominious ten-point defeat. I hope that this column
serves as more than an obscenely premature entreaty to
"get out n' vote" for'97. I believe there never to be a reason
not to vote, even In our confused college years, when a desire not to overstep your
bounds may confine you to the
role of outsider In your own
community.
Matt Pierce is a weekly
columnist for The News.
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Carelessness can cause major damage
When the Olympic Park
bomb blasted Its way Into
American history early on July
27, 1996, It shattered more
than the lives of the people who
were killed and Injured in the
blast. It also shattered some
reputations.
The bomb left security
forces reeling and embarassed;
they neededa suspect immediately. Richard Jewell turned
out to be the choice.
Three days after the explosion, while Jewell was stilll being hailed as a hero, the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution reported
that he was actually the prime
suspect in the bombing investigation. They claimed their
source was the FBI.
What followed for Mr.
Jewell was something straight
out of a handbook for paranoid
right-wing militia members.
The FBI, resorting to heavy Investigative tactics, reportedly
tricked Jewell Into believing
they wanted his help in making a training film. To make it
realistic, they wanted Jewell to
sign, on camera, a waiver of his
constitutional rights to have a
lawyer present for questioning.
But the FBI was unable to
prove that Jewell was the
bomber, so the government has
now Issued a letter to Jewell
that says he Is no longer a sus
pect. The letter stops short of
exonerating him completely.
FBI director Louis Freeh Is
promising an internal investigation of the way the case was
handled and how the leaks to
the press occurred.
Often, the public is outraged at laws that are perceived
to protect criminals. We're all
familiar with those ■technicalities" that sometimes allow
guilty people off the hook. But
those safeguards are there to

'}

Columnist
protect Innocent people, not
criminals.
If the FBI mishandled the
Richard Jewell Investigation,
It's likely that whatever caused
the foul-up will be taken care
of. But what about the way the
media handled the story? Will
there be a similar self-examination?
The media have reported
on the government's we're
sorry' letter, but they're not
willing to take any blame for
what happened. They stand on
the claim that they were only
reporting official statements
they received.
Perhaps that was true In
the beginning. The leak may
have been an FBI source, as the
Constitution reported. In any
event, once the story broke, and
NBC reported It as well, other
news agencies followed suit.
These were, after all. respected
news organizations, not some
tainted tabloids.
That Jewell had not been
arrested, or charged with any
crime, didn't seem to matter.
The media smelled blood In the
water and went after it like
plrhanas after a cow stuck In
the mud. Jewell's "friends" were
tracked down and Interviewed.
The media presented us with
the president of Piedmont College, where Jewell once worked
as a security guard, who characterized him as overly aggressive. They found former colleagues from his deputy sheriff
days who said he was overzeal-

ous. as if that were somehow
incriminating. If being overaealous In one's fine of work Is considered Inherently criminal, one
wonders how many of the reporters working on Jewell's
story would have Deen Indicted.
His very lifestyle came
under scrutiny by the media,
as we were tofd that he fit the
description of a long bomber
type — single, still living with
his mother, upset with a system that had denied his desire
to be a police officer. By the time
Tom Brokaw said, "The FBI Is
close to making the case ... they
Erobably have enough to arrest
im now." the media had gone
way beyond simply reporting
official statements.
But this wasn't the first
time the press had taken part
in shaping the outcome of
events. For Instance. "Remember the Maine?" That phrase
was once a rallying cry for war,
not a question.
In January 1898. President McKlnley sent the USS
Maine to Cuba for a closer look
at the trouble on the Island.
Cuban rebels were fighting for
freedom against the Spanish.
The captain of the Maine
reported that the new Spanish
governor seemed to have the
situation under control, and he
had seen no sign of rebels. The
battleship was about to return
home when an explosion on
board sent it to the bottom of
Havana harbor. Spanish crews
from nearby boats tried to rescue the American sailors, but
despite their gallant efforts,
over 250 men died.
The navy conducted an
investigation, but never determined who or what caused the
explosion. That didn't stop the
press from placing the blame,
though. William Randolph

Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer
were the leading media moguls
of the day, and their competing newspapers blamed the
Spanish for the bombing.
Hundreds of journalists
headed to Cuba to report on the
war, but upon arriving, they
found little to report. Artist
Frederick Remington, whom
Hearst had sent to draw pictures of Spanish atrocities,
wrote to his boss. There is no
war. Request to be recalled."
Hearst reportedly replied,
"Please remain. You furnish the
pictures, I'll furnish the war."
What role Hearst had in
starting the subsequent Spanish-American war is debatable.
What's certain is that Hearst
understood that wars, and
other grand events, sell newspapers. Media outlets aren't
charitable organizations that
bring us the news out of the
goodness of their hearts.
They're In business to make
money. The only alternative, a
government-run news agency,
Is unthinkable.
We have a free press In
America — the government
can't suppress It or punish it
for doing something wrong or
out of line. That's as It should
be. Unfortunately, Mr. Jewell
has little recourse to regain his
reputation or to put the pieces
of his life back together.
Being first, being fast and
digging deeper sells better than
being accurate. We can't
change that. The best we can
hope Is that before a person's
§ood name gets besmirched,
le media will turn thetr cameras and notepads on themselves, and do a little soul
searching.
PaulPfelfer is an Ohio Supreme Court Justice and a guest
columnist for The News.
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Program receives 'BiG' award Belts to tighten
for BG schools
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

The University's BiG charge
program, a charge plan that allows students to purchase items
with their student identification
cards, recently received a
national award for innovative achievement.
The award is presented by the
National Association of College
Auxiliary Services to recognize
outstanding development and
implementation of new programs
in auxiliary services.
Jane Schlmpf, assistant vice

president of auxiliary services,
said the award Is an honor for the
University.
"This brings recognition to the
University of creative and innovative things we are trying to do
to meet the needs of our students," she said.
The University is one of few
schools that uses a charge
system, rather than a debit
system for food services.
"Traditionally, on college
campuses they want the money
up front, and the University is
one of few colleges that have a
charge system," she said.

Republican candidates swept most of the local offices, lending
credence lo the belief that the President's coattalls weren't quite

Sharon Stuart, business manager for dining services, said the
BiG charge program is convenient for students.
"We came up with this program because more students
wanted the ability to charge food
items on their student ID's," she
said.
Stuart said the BiG charge
program is a "wonderful idea"
which is available to students,
faculty and staff.
Schimpf also said the BiG
charge program is a benefit to
students.
'This is convenient for stu-

dents because they most likely
have their student ID with them
all the time," she said. "It is easy
to use and they don't have to
worry about carrying cash with
them."

Schimpf said last year they had
over 5,000 BiG charge accounts
and over one million dollars in
sales to help make the first year
a successful one.
By winning the Innovative Achievement Award, the University will receive $1,000 to travel to
the NACAS national conference
in Orlando Nov. 20-24.
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long enough.

Clinton coattails not very long

OattaWamock
The BC News
Belts will be tightened after the defeat of the Bowling Green
school levy, but programs will not be lmmediatly lost, according
to school board member Jack Hartman.
The additional $4.2 million continuous levy was defeated at
the polls yesterday by 1,220 votes, a margin of 44.66 percent for
the levy and SS.34 percent against.
Hartman said the percentage of votes for the levy is a significant improvement from the results brought back last March.
He said although he Is definitely not pleased with the outcome,
he is glad to see some additional support from the voters.
"There was an increase in support," Hartman said. "I would
rather have it passed. The positive element is that we are working hard to improve the school district."
Hartman said he is confident the failed levy will not affect
programs immediately within the school district. He added,
though, that the new programs would not be added.
Bill Hall, superintendent of Bowling Green schools, also expressed his dissatisfaction with the result of the levy. He said It
is difficult to say if the levy will reappear on the next ballot.
"We have to sit back and see what happens from here," Hall
said. "It's too soon to decide We have to go back to the bargaining table."
He explained the school board will have to consider a number
of items before putting it back on the ballot. He said the city income tax will be on the next ballot also, which might affect the
outcome of the levy.
"It's one thing to keep in mind," Hall said. "I don't know that it
will be considered. One of the things we have found consistently
is some dissatisfaction."
Hartman said he is comfortable with the voters' decision, and
the school board will act accordingly to what the voters have
said.
"The majority of voters have said no, and I think we need to
behave and act until we get a new vote," he said. "I think that
you need to study the results and try to understand why people
cast their ballots the way they did."
Hall said he agrees the school board needs to discuss exactly
what the voters disapproved of in order to find out why the levy
failed. He explained the board will study the results and come to
a conclusion about what to do next
"The voters have spoken," Hall said. "We have to decide on
what happens now. We haven't even stopped to consider it yet."

• How we voted:

Local candidates say issues, personalities determine races
The BC News
As Bill Clinton won his East-toWest landslide, local Democrats
had nothing but laurels for the
reinstalled Commander-in-Chief.
Chris Redfern, who ran for the
second district state senate seat,
said the election reaffirmed people's trust in the president.
"The president's record of accomplishments regarding the
economy, foreign policy and
social justice has been affirmed
by the American public," Redfern said. "This Is great news for
students. Clinton campaigned for
the college tax credit for working
families. This bodes well for students."

Re-elected U.S. Representative
Marcy Kaplur of Toledo said the
president is ready to tackle
major issues that are coming to
the forefront.
"The major issue facing the
country is the refinancing of
Medicare and to make sure it is
secure for Americans. We have
to continue the deficit reduction
so we can keep the economy
growing," she said.
Alvin Perkins, Wood County
commissioner, said Wood County
will be a strategic hotspot for the
second term.
"Clinton will focus on Wood
County because of our location.
We are growing and our plate Is
getting full, especially in the

northern region," he said.
Area Republicans were not as
heartened by the outcome of the
national races.
City Councilman Bob McGeein
said he wasn't surprised by the
results, but was quite dismayed
by them.
"I'm not surprised by the
national or local results. I regret
the way the national elections are
going. I think it's about time
elected officials represent all
their constituents, not just the
ones who voted for them,"
McGeein said.
Wood County Prosecuting Attorney Alan Mayberry said
judges appointed by Clinton
could be a danger zone for state

law.
"The most significant impact is
what kind of liberal federal

"We have to continue
the deficit reduction
so we can keep the
economy growing."
Marcy Kaptur
judges Bill Clinton will appoint
while unfettered by re-election.
My concern is that he will appoint even more liberal judges
and it will affect the state of the
law," Mayberry said.

POLICE BLOTTER
■ A Cobblestone Street man
called police to report an "elderly man in a costume" threw
papers In his face. Police dispatchers determined a Wood County
Sheriff's Deputy had served the
man with papers, but did not
throw them in his face. The dispatcher called the man back to
inform him of the costumed
man's identity, at which point the
man "refused to believe that Deputy Wachter or the paperwork
was valid."
■ An East Wooster Street man
was arrested for theft Sunday
morning after allegedly stealing
a 12-pack of Budweiser from

Barney's. The man said his
disease made him do It.
■ Eight vehicles had their
windows shot out with a BB gun
Sunday night.
■ Three Palmer Avenue residents were victims of a robbery
Saturday night, as criminals stole
a "Guess" watch, bottles of
"Polo," "Preferred Stock," and
"Cool Water" cologne, as well as
CDs by Faith Hill, Garth Brooks
and Shania Twain.
■ Crim School was vandalized
Friday with grafitti reading
"ANIMAL LOVERS" emblazoned
across the building.
■ A resident of the 500 block of

Wintergarten Road called police
because she had spotted a threelegged raccoon in her driveway.
The woman said she didn't want
her children playing with it.
■ A Maple Street man called
police to advise he had "fallen
and needed a cruiser!'Upon arrival at the VFW hall, police noted
the man had not fallen, and did
not need a cruiser. Instead, the
man was not welcomed into the
"canteen area" of the hall. The
man was told to leave, and was
"referred to the Post Commander."
■ A Thurstin Avenue resident
has been receiving harassing

phone calls for about one month.
According to the police report,
the recipient of the calls said the
prankster makes chewing noises.
■ A U-Haul padlock with a
bunch of keys hanging out of it
were found. Both local U-Haul
agencies said the locks were not
theirs.
■ A West Gypsy Lane resident
reported to police she has been
receiving magazines that are not
in her name. The victim believes
a parolee is sending the magazines to her from a halfway
house.

Candidate:

•i 100 voters
For US. President:
• Clinton -

•Dole-

Nov. 9 for a chance to win a FREE UAO Sweatshirt.
Two sweatshirts will be given away during the 3rd quarter.
For more info call 2-7164.
Sponsored by UAO
I

SOLD OUT!

sou) OUT: SOLD OUT!

47%

56.1%
33.7%
10.2%

41.8%
11.2%
75.4%
22.9%
1.7%
40.8%
59.2%
33.8%
66.2%
403%
59.7%
54.7%
453%
603%
39.7%
38.8%
61.2%

Source: Wood Co. Board ol Elections

Call for Presentations on,
Ethnocultural Topics
BGSU graduate I
and staff
A request j
rese£
We

Who?

Buy a football program at the Parents Day Football Game

Wood County
•49,061 voters

• Others For VS. Congress:
• Kaptur 60%
34%
• Whitman • Slotnick 6%
For Ohio Senate:
56.4%
• Redfern 43.6%
•LattaFor Ohio House:
64%
•Yap• Gardner 36%
For County Commissioner:
59.4%
• Purdy 40.6%
• CarterFor County Commissioner:
• Perkins 52%
48%
• Brown For Wood County Prosecuto r:
• Mayberry 56%
44%
• Garand For Wood County Treasurer
61.4%
• Norton 38.6%
• Van Horn -

sou* oi r: SOLD OUT! sou) oi r:
Parent's Weekend Saturday Dinner and
Sunday Brunch Tickets! All "unobstructed
view" tickets for the Four Tops concert!
Obstructed view Four Tops tickets will be
available for half price on Saturday at 5:00
pm in Anderson Arena. For more information
contact the Office of Student Activities at
372-2343.

0" Campus (PretiMt 1-C)

for
topics.
13,1996.
lin at 7:00 pm.
in the basement of
ons Building,
you an opportunity to share
research and educate the
campus community.

What?
When?
Where?

MM inlormaiion or lo p— ■ Umt abl
Contact Shan* Cutter @ 372-2343 R.S.V.P. by Nov. 1, 1996
Sponsored by the Office ot Student Activities 330 University Union Building
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Brown gracious
in loss to Perkins

Lucas County Children
Services director resigns

Brown refused to give up hope
throughout the night last night,
always smiling and always optimistic

Sarah Bednarskl and
VInee Guerrleri
The BC News
Alvin Perkins woo the race for
Wood County Commissioner over
Tim Brown - the only Republican in Wood County to lose his
race.
Brown was gracious, even jubilant in defeat, and pleased with
the showing he made against
Perkins.
"I took on a pretty popular incumbent," Brown said. "We
worked real hard. It was a lot of
work, but a lot of fun."
Perkins said Wood County has
been growing and he wishes to
continue improving the water as
well as other Issues. He also
wishes to accomplish things he
hasn't done in the past.
"I would like to focus on the
little areas like the museum.
People don't think about it too
much Also, I would like to get
out into the community and do
more interaction with the people," Perkins said.

The Associated Press

Alvin Perkins
county commissioner
Brown admitted the task he
had before him was hard, but he
came away with a positive outlook.
"It's a positive learning experience," Brown said "I picked a
fight with the master."
Brown regards his opponent

ing.
Her husband, Charles, found
his wife's burning body on the
kitchen floor when he returned
home from a shopping trip on
Jan. 29.

Jones had come under fire
from county officials about the
Ellen Jones is leaving her post way the agency handled cases,
as of Dec. 31 to resume a private including the death of a woman
law practice, agency spokesman who was killed by her foster son.
Mark Harris said Wednesday. A
Johnny Jordan, 16, of Toledo,
search would begin soon for her
replacement.
was convicted in September of
A telephone message left for beating his foster mother, JeaneJones was not immediately re- tte Johnson, to death with an ax
turned.
and setting her body on fire. He
During her four-year tenure, was sentenced to life in prison.
Jones led the agency through He was IS at the time of the slay-

Johnson has accused the
agency, which placed Jordan in
the couple's home in December,
of not telling them about the
boy's troubled past. The agency
denied the allegations but now
requires social workers to provide written details about a
child's past.
Some critics also said the
agency has not done enough to
protect children and that administrators were overpaid.

TOLEDO - A day after voters
renewed a 2.25-million operating
levy for the troubled Lucas
County Children Services Board,
the agency announced its executive director is resigning.

"I'm still ekeing up there,"
Brown said when 39 percent of
the vote was in, and he trailed by
eight percent. "I still don't know
what areas are in."

"I would like to focus
on the little areas like
the museum. People
don't think about it
too much."

several changes, including two
tax issues, Harris said The
agency also moved from a campus-like office In suburban
Maumee to a downtown Toledo
office building.

with respect, calling him a "good
public servant." Brown will remain in public service as a district representative for Rep. Paul
Gillmor.
"I'm going to continue to serve
the public one way or the other,"
Continued from page one.
Brown said "As for elected office, we'll see. We'll Just wait and Senate panel, he said.
see what happens."
Clinton, too, sounded hopeful
"His race as challenger was that he and the GOP Congress
better than the opponents' races could work together. Referring
as challengers," Marsh said
to recent legislation that raised

the minimum wage, expanded
access to health care and reformed welfare, he said, "If we can
somehow re-create for the next
four years the spirit that prevailed in the last six weeks of the
Congress, we can do great
things."

Republicans are expected to
take a few weeks to sort out their
plans for the Congress that convenes in January, but some elements were clear even before the
final votes were counted in
Tuesday's undecided congressional races.

the ability to see things you have
never noticed before. This is
common when we think we have
done or seen something before
we do the action or arrive at the
place, but never have.
Heckman said she has been
reading Tarot cards for IS years
but says the New Orleans Tarot
cards is a set she has become
very comfortable with
"I have been reading the New
Orleans Tarot for six months
now," she said "I am really
drawn to this deck because me
and this deck have really took
off."
The New Orleans Tarot is only
one of the many kinds of cards
which Heckman reads. Others
include the Voodoo Tarot, Herbal
Tarot and the Barbara Walker
Tarot cards. According to Heckman, each set is going to the
"same place but shining light on
a different area."
"Objects are flowing in the
dark and getting the information

which the spirits have for you,"
she said about her being able to
locate the information during a
reading.
According to Stuart R Kaplan
in "The Encyclopedia of Tarot,"
there are a total of 239 types of
Tarot cards in existence today.
While some people question
abilities like Heckman's, friends
who have gone to Heckman believe In her ability and say she is
"amazingly good," centering her
readings on the now.
"She councils you and loves to
talk," said Siobhan Mackey of
Bowling Green. "She focuses on
what you need to do and what you
shouldn't do."
According to Michael O'Brien
of Bowling Green, Heckman is
very "instructive" during her
readings.
"She brings out things in your
life that need to be addressed,"
O'Brien said "There's a niche for
her here In Bowling Green that
she is fulfilling admirably."

Heckman said she only reads
Into the next six months of a person's life because she believes it
is better to get advice out of the
"now" and the months surrounding the "now."
She explains that reading into
the cards is seeing into the
different planes of the earth
which possess various vibration
rates and deviations, which are
the different places of existence.
According to Heckman, the
"different planes of the earth",
can be described as that of an
onion.
Even with some doubters about
her abilities around the vicinity
of Bowling Green, Heckman
claims that her business is picking up.
"Even though I opened in
March of this year and the students were beginning to leave
soon afterwards, word has got
around and people are definitely
finding me," she said with a reassuring smile.

GOP

HECKMAN
as a full-time Tarot card reader.
She is a Pagan witch and worreadings and willing to stop and ships the spirits, trees and the
answer any questions the cus- land, which she believes is alive.
"Paganism is an umbrella term
tomer asks.
"How do you know that?" the for earth-centered religion,"
customer asks as Heckman Heckman said "I worship the
earth like Christians worship
works through her reading.
"There is somebody behind heaven."
Some people believe that
those cards," Heckman said
They come through the back of Heckman and other Tarot card
readers are "gifted." However,
my head"
With the reading finished, Heckman said she only has "acHeckman wishes her customer a cess" to these gifts. "I have the
good day as she walks out the ability to see out of the corner of
my eye," Heckman said about
door.
At Rede, 131 W. Wooster St, an her power to read Tarot cards
old Anglo-Saxon word meaning and "see" Into the future. "It's
"good advice," Heckman works like opening my third eye."

Continued from page one.

Sigma Kappa
Congratulates Our Newest Initiates
Kris Balasubramanian
Robyn Bodde
Sarah Deangelis
Andrea Graves
Kim Hardy
Jenny Hiser

Julie Allen
Kate Blackwell
Jenn Carducci
Krisu Falkner
Angie Gridley
Kasey Heminger
Lisa Hykes
Julie McCann
Carrie Paine
Angela Rustic
Kelly Schindler

Street Scene

Katie Naymik
Lizz Pruitt
Sara Schiavo

X

Shiela Szabo
Beth Treuiik

The Bowl-lVGreenery
ALL YOU CAN EAT

PASTA!
feast on all you can eat pasta. tGlt, your mtalincludes
soup & salmi bar, potato bar and beverages.

fours: 4:30 ■ 7:00pm

(JrA

^

The Pheasant Room
BBQ Chicken
&Ribs
your dinner includes VBQ.Chic£fn& JUSs, potato,
tossed salad, and game bread.

?8.95

Other sandwiches &
dinners always available

fours: 4:30 ■ 7:001

OdealCardAccepted4:30 ■ 7:00pm
•Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am - 1:30pm & 4 JO ■ 7:00pm

>,

College of Musical Arts
Opera Theater presents

Missy Licause

SIGMA
KAPB\ SORORITY
Bringing Sisterhood To Life

K

Heckman said she believes
everyone has psychic abilities.
"It's how you use and cultivate
it," she said. "Some people are
head blind and have suffered
from a head injury. But those
with normal brain patterns do
possess the ability to see into the
future."
For many people, being able to
see the future is a concept some
accept and others disregard.
"I definitely don't believe in
it," said Ryan McCue, a senior
business major. "It's just a hoax
and it seems weird."
"I'd go to a psychic if I was
bored and needed a laugh," said
Greg Gaver, a freshman secondary education major.
To Heckman, the supernatural
is not weird or unusual but is
common among everyone.
"We all get messages all the
time," she said. "We're just not
home all the time."
She added that people also possess "starlight" vision which is

xeet
icene

Music by Kurt Welll
Llbrello by Langston Hughes
From a play by Elmer Rice

The Canoe Shop
wri^m^^rm

140 s RIVER R0AD

WATERVILLE, OH

■ iSUl^B^S 15 minutes North of BGSU
■ IAK^JBW.
Rt. 64 to Waterville
Black Swamp Outfitters
P7Q '\7C\C\

November 8 & 9 at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
BGSU

ADVENTURE
GEAR FOR:

Tickets $7. $94 511
Students $3 at ttie door with HCSU ID
Box office open weekdays noon to 6 p.m.
For Information call 14191372 8171
or<800)58»2224

HIKING
CAMPING
CLIMBING
BACKPACKING

X-C SKIING

I HEAVY METAL

CANOEING
KAYAKING

Ancient Greek & Roman Bronzes

gods and goddessM brought to lite
In ancient foundries, heroes cast In mNtenmumtold metal Discover the sophisticated
technology that yielded the
thousand* of breathtaking
statues adorning the
classical world Dont mas
this opportunity to enjoy
the first exhibition of Its
Und at one of the
country's finest art
museum*.

SM

Tickets:
(419)243-7000

Rre of Hepnaktos
Urge OJWICJI Bronzes from
North American Collections

Student Discount w/BGSU I.D. en
Nonsale Items
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this Issue:
limll§illii
UHlit!

until

• gender equity in University athletics
• disabled students: evaluating accessibility and priorities
Clllllil!
• does cutting graduate programs make "business" sense?
• sexually transmitted disease
• student activism

leiliru
• Reggae inna Bowling Green
• Digging the Mole: WBGU-FM
+ more
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Cates' return an unlikely story
Falcon tailback dismisses odds,
completes gridiron comeback
players.
"It's been going great for me,"
he said. "To pass my test in five
months is nothing short of a miracle."

Scott Brown
The BG News
Six months ago, only one person truly believed that Falcon
running back Keylan Cates
would be in the position he is
now:
Keylan Cates.
After blowing out his left knee
during spring practice, the prognosis for Cates, the Falcons' leading rusher for the past two years,
wasn't good. He was expected to
miss his entire senior season.
Cates will be a featured player
Saturday, however, as the Falcon
football team closes out its home
schedule in a clash against
Western Michigan (1 p.m.,
WBGU-FM). His comeback has
been nothing short of amazing.
"It's all in the Lord's hands,"
Cates said this week. Saturday's
game marks the final home game
in the careers of 12 Falcon

"He has really
worked hard to get
back in the lineup.
He's been an
inspiration for
everybody."
coach Gary Blackney
Rumors first began to circulate
about Cates' return when practice began in early August. Cates
continued to work hard, and by
midway through the season
coach Gary Blackney announced
that he would probably be back

sometime.
Sometime became the Ball
State game Oct. 19, and Cates
nearly completed a storybook return against the Cardinals as he
spearheaded a final drive that
came up Just inches short of forcing overtime in a 17-11 defeat.
"All the credit goes to Keylan,"
Blackney said earlier this season.
"He has really worked hard to
get back in the lineup. He's been
an inspiration for everybody."
Cates has played sparingly the
past three games, but his role has
increased with each game. He
ran the ball IS times against Akron last week on the artificial
turf of the Rubber Bowl, suggesting just how healthy the knee has
become.
The 6-1, 22S pound tailback
from Columbus heard everybody
say from the beginning that a return would be nearly impossible.
He stared that impossibility in

Keylan Cates
Senior • #32
6-1,225 lbs.
Columbus
Watterson H.S.
Ethnic Studies
Fast Facts on Keylan:
Led Falcons in rushing two years
in a row ... among Top 10 all-time
at BGSU in rushing ... had a
career-high 186 yards in a game
against Akron a year ago ...
transferred in 1993 from Ohio
Weslcyan.

r

the face, however - and called its
bluff.
"I Just wasnt ready for it to be
over," Cates said. "For my career
to end like that.... I've been playing since I was 7 years old, and
I've never sat out a season and
I've never had to miss a game
because of injury.
"The first thing I thought after
they told me it was over I was

workouts.
Currently, BG is 4-5 overall
and 3-4 in the MAC
"The team made me feel like I
was needed," Cates said. "It always felt like I was part of the
team. That kept me going.
"I just wanted to be with them
from a physical standpoint so
much Sitting back mentally just
doesnt do anything for me. We
were winning early, and all those
wins were rough wins. I thought I
could make a contribution and
help us win that much more.
"Everything has just turned
south for us," Cates said. "It Just
seems like the last few years the
chemistry is a little off."
Cates, an ethnic studies major,
said that he will miss football
when he graduates. He plans to
like, give me a shot."
explore professional opportuniCates has rushed 25 times for
66 yards in his three games, ties, but currently is set on winwhich have all been losses for ning two more football games at
Bowling Green.
Bowling Green.
The way that the season has
"If you love football, it
gone sour has been tough on the shouldn't be a question if there is
seniors, particularly Cates. As anything to play for," Cates said.
the Falcons seemed headed on a "You play with pride and you
run for the MAC title early in the play to win. I don't think that is
season, Cates stepped up his going to be a problem."

i
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All isn't lost for
BG hockey team
———_—.

The Bowling Green hockey
team is trying to wash the bitter
taste from their mouths after last
weekend's defeats to Michigan
State and Notre Dame.
The Falcons entered the week
ranked third in the nation but
were humbled by an overwhelming Michigan State team and
nagged by a persistent Notre
Dame club.
BG coach Buddy Powers said
that there were few positives
from last weekend, but there
may be a lesson to be learned
from the experience.
"The only positives that can
come out of last weekend is if we
recoginze what happened," said
Powers. "The guys have to realize that we cant beat ourselves
and we have to be a much more
gritty team in regard to how hard
we play when we don't have the
puck."

HOCKEY

NOTEBOOK
Blake Parkins
BG News
Assistant
Sports Editor

Defense must regroup
Opening with a six game winning streak by outscoring opponents 38-13 helps cover up any
defensive flaws. In tight games
and against teams loaded with
talent, however, these trends can
prove fatal.
This week the team devoted
even more time to working on defensive coverage during practice. The focus on defense was
reinforced with team meetings.
"The coaches have been saying
the whole year that we have to be
more consistent on defense,"
said Powers. "There's nothing
like a defeat to let you know
where you stand and what you
have to do to improve."

Friday's 8-2 loss to Michigan
State may have been less of a
disappointment than Saturday's
7-5 loss to Notre Dame. The Spartans rushed the Falcons while
making good on four of eight
power plays.
"Michigan State just flat outplayed us, they dominated the
game," said Powers. "They deserved to win."

Two losses don't make a
season
The setbacks last weekend
won't decide the fate of the Falcons in the grand CCHA picture.
There is still a lot of hockey to be
played and the way that the Falcons react to adversity will be
essential to the growth of the
team.
"I'm looking for our guys to respond to last weekend. We have
enough talent to compete for the

The MSU defeat was a direct
contrast to the following loss to
Notre Dame. The Irish capitalized on mental errors and poor
cross checking at the BG end of
the rink.
"The Notre Dame game was
much more of a sour game," said
Powers. "We lost the game on
Saturday night [Notre Dame] and
got beat on Friday night [Michigan State]."
—■—■
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See Alt, page «v*n.
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The Falcon hockey team will attempt to right its ship this weekend
with a pair of games, at home against Ferris State Friday and at

»n
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Electronic Darts

l-fowarcPsCliibH
Thurs.
Oct. 7

Griswolds

c>

CLUB

35Z-995T

210 N Main

Earn credits toward free services &
products when you join —
No Charge for Membership!

Band Start* at 10 pra

at Door

A Mini PHcru
Vldoo Games

Buy $10O worth of retail products & receive a
FREE haircut <no ««*>.) OR buy $150 worth of
'
styling salon services & receive a
FREE product of your choice, (up K> sis vak»)

C)

BONUS: Double Your Credit
received when you visit our salon
Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-2:30.

Call for detailsl

Coming Specials!
f_

TONIGHT:

Oct. 27-Nov. 2: 10K. Off Halrcolor
NOV. 3-NoV. O:
20"*. Off P.rmi & Ralnxara
Nov. 24-Nov. 30: 1 3"K> Off Perm & Relaxers (MS a uol

TOMORROW'S

ct©-*-*

19 and over Every Night

I

U^JCPenney
L

WOODLAND MALL

.

354-OV40
ft
3S*i

Michigan Saturday.

The BG Nc»i/Hldckl Kob.ym.hl
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Kappa Presents...
Big/Littles
Bigs
Sara Hawk
Cathy Jcnzcn
April Henry
Hope I

Candle Mulone
Lindsey Brooke
Emily Blackburn
Amy Burdetle
Jen Meeker
Amy Black
Becky Burdyjba
Becky McCabe
Pally Jackson
KritUnPotfccliy
Gail Vorhees
Amy Nullal

Llllle.
Julie Allen
Jenny Hiier
[ Heminger
ackwell
ducci
Kris Bulasubramanian
KrcttaFalkoff
Angle Cridley
Usaltjrfcca
B
Julie McCain
Carrie Paine
Angela Rustic jn
Beth Trelnik
k'«ily.Sebtadler,^
Robyn Bubbc
Sarah Pcangefi?
Kim.Hardy
MUBJ I.ieause
Kjiie Nayoiik
Lb>rou|
SaraSchiavo
Sheila S/a bo
Andrea Graves

Sigma Kappa...Proud of it!!!
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News

UCLA fires Jim Harrick,
citing several violations
Beth Harris
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Jim Harrick,
the second-winningest coach in
UCLA basketball history behind
the storied John Wooden, was
fired Wednesday for an alleged
recruiting violation and a false
expense report
His dismissal came just two
weeks before the start of the
1996-97 season, and Just 19
months after Harrick coached
the Bruins to their first NCAA
basketball title in 20 years - the
first since the Wooden era.
It also comes a mere week before the start of the fall signing
period.
Steve Lavin, a 32-year-old assistant, will be the interim coach
this year, the school will look for
a successor during the season.
Chancellor Charles Young said
Harrick was offered the option of
resigning but "he did not take
that option. He was terminated."

He said Harrick will not be
paid because he was terminated
for cause.
"I felt I had no alternative,"
Young said during a campus
news conference. "We think what
we did was right. It Is a very serious infraction.
"UCLA appreciates the hard
work that Jim has invested In the
men's basketball program during
his eight years as head coach,
and his program has been very
successful," Young said.
"However, his termination is
linked to the seriousness of this
situation."
Harrick said later that the punishment "far outweighed the
crime by mountains and miles."
"They're making something
out of it that it's not," he said
from his lawyer's office.
Asked if he lied on the expense
report for n dinner for three recruits and five players, Harrick
said, "I did, but I corrected It."
Young said Harrick never dis-

puted the facts as presented during a meeting Tuesday when the
58-year-old coach was fired.
"(The situation) would've been
treated differently If he had been
forthright from the beginning,"
athletic director Peter Dalis said.
Harrick decided not to resign
because "if you resign, then I'm
saying they have something and I
agree with them."
He said he was fired without
warning, "with no explanation
whatsoever."
"It's like getting hit in the head
with a 2-by-4. I thought maybe
they would reprimand me," he
said.
Young said he expects some
NCAA or Pac-10 sanctions.
"What the conference and
NCAA will decide, we can only
conjecture," he said, adding that
UCLA was not instructed to take
action, but that the school did so
of its own accord.
See HARRICK, page ttvtn.

Tto ASMclatcd Pr*M/Suua Strraer

UCLA chancellor Charles E. Young (right) and athletics director Peter Dalls field questions during a
press conference Wednesday announces the firing of bead basketball coach Jim Harrick.

Another Dodger Boston College suspends 13 for gambling
is top NL rookie
JimmyGolen
The Associated Press

Tom Withers
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Todd Hollandsworth won the NL Rookie of the
Year award Wednesday, a record fifth straight year In which a
Los Angeles Dodgers player has captured the honor.
The 23-year-old outfielder led all NL rookies in hits, doubles,
home runs, RBIs, stolen bases and fewest errors this season.
After a slow start, he came on with a strong second half to finish
with a .291 average, 12 home runs and 59 RBIs.
Hollandsworth received 15 first-place votes and 105 points in
balloting by the Baseball Writers' Association of America. Florida shortstop Edgar Renteria was second with 10 first-place
votes and 84 points. Pittsburgh catcher Jason Kendall got one
first-place vote and 30 points overall.
The other two first-place votes went to Montreal's F.P. Santangelo and New York's Rey Ordonez.
Hoi lands worth's selection continues the Dodgers' stranglehold on the award, now named after Jackie Robinson, the first
recipient and a former Dodger.

NEWTON, Mass. - Boston College suspended 13 football
players Wednesday for gambling, including two who bet
against their school last month in
a game with Syracuse.
Thomas Rellly, the Middlesex
County district attorney, said the
two players did not Influence the
outcome of the game, which the
Orangemen won 45-17.
While a violation of NCAA
rules, it is not the point-shaving
scandal the school had known
once and feared again.
"We have found absolutely no
evidence, no indication, of any
game, the outcome of any game,
the score of any game, being
compromised ... in any way by
players at Boston College," Rellly said.
The suspended players include

tight end Scott Dragos, a starter,
and linebacker Brian Maye, who
had been a starter before he dislocated his elbow against Syracuse.
The other suspended players
were identified as running back
Jamall Anderson, offensive
lineman Marcus Bembry, defensive back Paul Cary, defensive
linemen John Coleman and Dan
Collins, wide receivers Chris Cosenza, Steve Everson and Brandon King, center Kyle Gelselman, linebacker Jermaine Monk,
and tight end Rob Tardio.
The list does not differentiate
between those who bet from $25
to $1,000 on the World Series, college football or pro football and
the two who placed $200 and $250
on Syracuse, giving 13 points
against their own team on Oct.
26.
Coach Dan Henning said the
two would not be allowed back on

the team.
The others will miss Saturday's
game against No. 17 Notre Dame,
but could apply to the NCAA for
reinstatement.
"I will not, and the team will
not, accept back to the program
anybody that has bet against Boston College," Henning said. "We
want every player on our team
this weekend to be those that are
interested in winning the football
game."
Boston College was at the
center of a point-shaving scandal
in 1982 when Rick Kuhn was sentenced to 10 years in federal
prison for his role in fixing six
basketball games during the
1978-79 season.
Initial reports indicated there
might have been a similar problem this time, but Henning took
solace in the fact that most of the
players involved had not betrayed their teammates.

"I'm thankful that this university has passed muster," he said.
"We can play without any taint
this weekend."
Athletic director Chet Gladchuk did not comment on
whether the school would rescind
the scholarships or take further
action against the athletes. But
he said that question arises "any
time a student athlete renders
himself ineligible."
"When it comes to the moral
and ethical conduct of our
players and when it pertains to
the integrity of our university,
there will be no compromises at
Boston College," Gladchuk said.
Reilly said no criminal charges
were planned, but he left the option open as his investigation
continues.
Although the two players who
bet against BC were not identified, Rellly said one did not play
In the game.

(We want you to get a life.)
Come and learn how a career with us can be more than just a job.
WE ARE INTERVIEWING NOVEMBER 12,1996
CALL CAREER SERVICES TO
SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT

Northwestern
Mutual
The Quiet Company
http://www.NorthwesternMutual.com
1996 The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co., Milwaukee, Wl
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Women's club soccer headed for nationals
For the BG News

The University women's club soccer
team wrapped up their regular season
Nov. 2-3, braving the cold weather in
Columbus at the Ohio State University
tournament
It was a long weekend for the women's club as they played four games In
two days with two out of four ending in
shoot outs.
On Saturday, they started off against
Ball State scoring first, with a goal by
Michelle Wernert assisted by Michelle
Robinson. Although the women played
well and pulled out a victory of 4-2 because of Michelle Dorman's hat trick,
there were some breakdowns in defense, which concerned coach Josh Kallet.
Next, the women were scheduled to

play Michigan, whom they beat during
the regular season 2-0 in a heated game.
Once again, BG faced Michigan in a
battle which went back and forth The
Falcons scored first from a header by
sweeper Nicole Notarianni off a corner
kick.
This time BG's defense was playing
amazingly. However, it wasn't too long
before Michigan came back to even the
score with their own corner kick. The
score remained 1-1 even after a IS
minute overtime.
So it came down to a shoot-out. With
five shooters at the half field, the rest of
the team sat with linked arms on the
touch line. Michigan missed the goal entirely on one shot, and then freshman
keeper Michelle Lisy saved one goal.
The fate of the game rested on Michelle
Robinson, who stepped up to the line

and secured a win for the University
with a rocket slapping the back of the
net, score 4-2.
Early Sunday morning, with frost on
the field, the women came up against
Dayton in the semifinals. Michelle
Dorman was tripped in the penalty box
early in the game and Nicole Notarianni
nailed the free shot, making the score
1-0.
However, the two teams struggled
until Dayton scored off a corner in the
first half. Again, after overtime, it came
down to a shoot-out.
The same solid players, Nicole Notarianni, Emily Graham, Molly Sweeterman, Michelle Dorman and Michelle
Robinson, were ready for the pressure.
But this time, only three had to perform
because keeper Michelle Lisy came
through for the women's club, saving

two shots with a phenomenal second
performance, leading to a ticket for the
finals.
The club then faced Miami in another
rigorous 80 minute game. Miami scored
first off a foul called just outside the
penalty box. The Falcons fought and
fought, but just couldn't seem to get a
goal.
"I think we pulled together despite
being exhausted and frozen," said forward Jen Berry. •'This kind of mentality
is what has made this team so successful this year."
The women did secure second place,
which solidifies their trip to Nationals
in Austin, Texas.
The women's club team has had an incredible season this year, with a final
record of 14-2-2.
With the upcoming varsity season

next year, the club team will be a very
different one, as it recovers from losing
not only seniors, but also players to varsity. For many of the women, this is
their last chance to compete at this
level. Right now the women's club is
planning their trip to Texas and trying
to raise money to fund It.

Owners reject labor deal,
dooming interleague play
other postseason.
A three-quarters majority - 23
of 30 votes - was needed to approve the agreement and the motion fell 11 votes short.

"While we could not accept the
proposed agreement as presented, there is substantial agreement on the vast majority of issues," Selig said without going
into details.
The moves by owners may be
just part of the cat-and-mouse of
negotiations, but it probably signals the sport will operate for yet
another season under the agreement that expired in December
1993. The deal remains in force
under the federal court order
that ended the 232-day strike on
March 31,1995.
"The real deadline Is Nov. 15,"
Levine said. "After midnight
Nov. 14, it's not going to be
done."
Free agents may not start signing with new teams until Nov. 15.
Once that date Is reached with no
deal, the sides are locked into another offseason under the rules
of the old agreement.
In addition, the rejection may
signal a renewed attempt by
owners to pursue a salary cap. If
that happens, player agents have
predicted It would lead to either a
spring training lockout or a
strike that would threaten an-

Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

ROSEMONT, 111. - Baseball
owners voted 18-12 Wednesday
to reject their proposed five-year
Selig's daughter - Wendy Selabor agreement with the
lig-Prieb - told other owners that
players' association, probably
she cast the Milwaukee Brewers'
dooming the deal and interleague
vote against the deal, according
play, too.
to a management official who
At the end of a deeply divided
spoke on the condition he not be
six-hour meeting that included a
identified. Her move was a direct
National League rebuke to the
repudiation to Levine, hired by
authority of acting commissioner
her father in September 1995 to
Bud Selig, owners voted 30-0 to
achieve the elusive agreement
give their ruling 10-man executive council the authority to raLevine had threatened to retify a modified agreement on besign if the deal was voted down.
half of all major league'teams.
After he gave a presentation that
But union head Donald Fehr
lasted about three hours, Levine
called the rejection "extremely
was told to leave the room and
unfortunate," and it appeared
excluded from the debate.
remote that players would agree
"I'm extremely disappointed
to changes.
about the vote," said Levine, who
"The fact that the owners have
may quit next week. "What Don
repudiated their own negotiator
and I came to when we finished
negotiations is the best that I
Tbc A»*calr d PnufFrad Jewell makes the future quite uncertain," said Fehr, who agreed to
could do."
White Sox owner Jerry Reinsdorf answers questions on the way to an owners' meeting Wednesday to
the
deal
with
management
negoThe management source said
discuss baseball's new labor agreement. The owners voted not to accept the plan.
tiator Randy Levine on Oct. 24.
two secret votes were conducted
Selig tried to strike a positive
as Selig attempted to rally suptone, saying he hoped talks will
port against the agreement in a
ALL
continue.
show of strength
ing dinner, UCLA said Harrick Continued from page five.
Continued from page six.
violated NCAA rules regarding
The school, In response to an ethical conduct, for "refusal to title in this league," said Powers.
NCAA inquiry, had been looking furnish information relevant to "The only way we are going to do
Into possible recruiting viola- an investigation of a possible vio- that is if our talent plays hard
lation of an NCAA regulation with and without the puck."
tions.
Harrick signed a five-year con- when requested to do so by the
tract, reportedly for an annual NCAA or the individual's institu- Hustler and Price hampered
salary of $400,000, in the summer tion."
John Hustler and Dan Price
of 1995, shortly after the Bruins
Price* Effective Nov. 4 thru Nov. 10,
The school said Harrick was both got limited practice this
won their NCAA title in Seattle.
1896. Quantity Rights Reserved.
week
while
recovering
from
inUCLA was 23-8 last year, losing charged with "knowingly furjuries.
Hustler,
who
did
not
dress
to Princeton in the first round of nishing ... false or misleading inAssorted Flavors
the NCAA tournament. The formation concerning the indi- last weekend, is still sore from a
Bruins return all five starters vidual's involvement in or know- hip-pointer he recieved at Lake
and are expected to begin the ledge of matters relevant to a Superior.
Price has a concussion inflicseason ranked among the na- possible violation of an NCAA
ted by Michigan State's Mark
regulation."
tion's top five teams.
Harrick also violated universi- Loeding. Loeding unleashed a
Harrick was cleared on Oct. 21
145c
by the school and Pac-10 of viola- ty policy by filing a false expense vicious check on Price in the
tions in the sale of a car he owned report in connection with the open-ice during the second
period. Price would appear on a
to the older sister of standout dinner, the school said.
According to the university, a later line before being put out by
point guard Baron Davis two
Assorted Varieties
days after Davis orally commit- recruiting dinner at a local res- another hit.
Both players are considered
Regular or Diet
ted to playing for the Bruins next taurant on Oct. 11 was attended
by five players and three re- day-to-day and may not see acseason.
tion against Ferris State Friday
Young said UCLA's In- cruits.
at the BGSU Ice Arena. The Falvestigation has been reported to
It's against NCAA rules for a cons travel to the University of
the Pac-10 and the NCAA, and the
sale of the car was "completely school to provide a free meal or Michigan on Saturday. Both
Varieties
unrelated" to the dismissal. A entertainment to a student who games start at 7 p.m.
league inquiry turned up no evi- assists in the recruitment of a
2 liter bottle
dence of wrongdoing In that mat- prospect during an official visit
unless
the
student
is
designated
ter.
Assorted
In addition to committing an as the one student host for that
NCAA violation during a recruit- prospect.
Varieties
Kire-VRoni

HARRICK

1141 S. Main

354-2S26

OHufcHills

Snyder's

Doritos

Potato S|69
CltlllS

13oz. bag

6 AM - Midnight
Everyday

I tali
Pastry
Pizza

Pepsi-Cola
Products

89<*

Eekricfa
Bologna «
Meat Franks

GO FALCONS!

great
scores...
<££$>

(flfflft

great
skills...
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep studies and
your confidence, so you can
get a higher score.

1-800-KAP-TEST
-•t a higher score

KAPLAN

Welcome the Holidaj Season
with us ni the 2'Jih Annual
Oldc English Vuletide Dinners.
This unique evenl "ill be presented
nl 7:00pm, Friday, December 15 and
Saturday, December 14
in tin1 Grand Ballroom of the
Bowling (Ireen State University Union.

A Pasta Ron!
Sauce Mixes

Regular
or Diet
Assorted
Varieties

Assorted Varieties
Betty Crocker
Hamburger or
Tuna Helper
6.25-8.6oz. wt.

M.H .ii DIM *\ ()iiee*<
(.,i-.vi'i olr. Vegetable
< !IieeM», (.hit ken.
Tin k<*\. Di Vegetable
with Heel

ICauqiiofl Pol i*i«kN

Tickets: £15.00
IK.SI Students/Seniors$10.00
\tiif.\in is />/<•«vc(/ in huvf '•pun\areil this
I'll'^i•mi lei _,(/ \cill\. I'lctisi iililki i, wv\iiihm\
liiifi ""' t"" '■'"' "" "«"'* '""' Trust ( 'IHII/HIII)
,1, I/I
<" II') I'''." M / >
/,., lurthci hifiiiyuiiuui call riu
,*.
lent I'niimai372-224.1.
•*>'

6.•>

Canadian Bacon, Sausage, Pepperoni. or
Combination

79*
""MTTf"

II/.

wt.

5/*2

Crisp'n Tasty -lotto's Pizza
6.8 7oz. wt.

*

nets
12 pack,
12 oz.
cans
*<

ft

Always a great selection of
winesiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
& cold imported beers!
•■■•■•■■

i

V
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Happy 21st
Birthday Lori!

Look in the Parent's Weekend Tab for
fun and exciting things to do with your
parents this weekend.

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977

From your pals at the BG News

Senior Portraits
Due to the tremendous response we received.
Carl Wolf Studios will be rosjmmg to campus
on Jen 27-31. This wi« be the final visit this
school year and wil only last 5 days. Ce» tie
yearbook office at 372-8096 with any questions

ALPHA PHI" Kelly Elesrmsnn * ALPHA PHI
Congrats on your recent pearling & planned
engagement to Christopher Hartley of
Youngsiown St. Unrv. I Best Wishes!
Love. Lil Lisa
ALPHA PHI' Kelly Elsermsnn ' ALPHA PHI

SPADES TOURNAMENT

ALPHA PHI ' BROOKE VERDOVA ' ALPHA
PHI

Wad Nov. 20 730pm
Oil-Campus Student Center
$5 per team - Bursarable
2 people per learn
V Prizes awarded to top 3 teams
SrgrVJp in the UAO office. 330 Union
Last day to sign-up la 11/14
Sponsored by UAO & Off-Campus Student
Center. For more into call 2-7164.
VADare
Foacoand
Fn Nov. 8. 7pm
Bowling Greenery
•FREE"
For more info, call 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO

CAMPUS EVENTS

*on-3 ToumamentI
Saturday. Nov. 16
Sign up before Weds, Nov. 13
•l the Roc Center Pro Shopl

Lil Brooke.

We love our new family members:
Tons Dearing
Kelly Ome
Kris ten Larson

On Ml Thia WMK. f 8 Bursar awe
■I any residence hall from desk
Sponsored by RSA

Alpha Umbda Delta
ATTENTION MEMBERSiTUTORS NEEOEOI
Would you bo Interests* In tutoring
Collage,aecondary,or olomontary students?
II ao contact Shannon Bockbrader
at 3723961

FREE CELLULAR PHONE
FREE WEEKEND CALLING
FREE LONG DISTANCE
Free caK waiting 30 mm; per mo.
America n Csllulsr - Air Touch Csllulsr
CsllTsdsk 419-356-2005
NesdsFREElutor?
YOU CAN COUNT ON
Atphs Lambda Delta
For more information contact
Shannon Bockbrader st 372-3961
Pregnant?
Free pregnancy tests. Confidential and caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center,

CALLTOOAYIII
Register for Facts a Faces
Rac iava a Cerllflcats aom
Tha A mar ican Rod Cross

PERSONALS

Learn updates on HIV/ACS
This Friday. Nov. 8th 1p-5p
can 372-9355 to register.

CREPE SALE
Tha French Houaa is having it's Annual Craps
SaJa Vila Sat. from I0am-1pm. Only SI par
craps. Don't miss this great French tradition
CREPE SALE
Greens Meeting
Thuradsys. 9pm
at313Thurs«n(UCF)

LAGA Tha Lesbian and Gay Alliance wants
you1 Corns on out and join us tonight $ svsry
Thursday night at 8:30pm in tha Of Campus
Stidsnt Caniar. Evsryons is myited.
Plsass hsip our local schools by saving your
Gsnsral Mils BOX TOPS FOR EDUCATION.
Local schools will rscsrvs funding tor sach
BOX TOP collectsd E samples: Tn«. Chaanos.
Wheaoes. ..Plsass place ths boi tops in envelopes found across and off-campus. Thank
youl From IPC 102.

* 1A Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break Specials'
7 nights a»r & hotel from S3991 Prices increasesoon - Save S501 Save $150 on food drinks. A
Ires parties. 111% lowest price guarantee!
spnngbreakiravel com 1-800-678 6366
flA Spnng Break Panama City* Boardwalk
Beach Resort! Best Hotel. Location, Pncel 7
nights $129< Daytona -Best location $.39' Cocoa Beach Hilton $ 1691 spnngbreak.travel.com
1-800-676-6386
eiA Spring Break Bahamas Parry Cru.se! 6
days $2791 Includes as meals. Free parties.
Taixesl Great Beeches A nbgrtfifel Prices Increase soon • Save $501 spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.
ADP (Automatic Data Processing) is seeking
Marketing/Business on IPC Seniors Graduating In May or August for a part oms sales internship for Spnng Semester 97. Must be interested in a career m sales) May lead to hire
Bnng resume and unofficial transcript to Cooperauve Education Program. 3t0 SadrJemire
Student Services Bldg. 2-2451 by Nov. 11 10
apply.

ALPHA PHI "ALPHA PHI
Little Amy
Welcome to the family I
We Love You ii
ALPHA PHI "ALPHA PHI

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S 8
WOMEN'S SWIMMING - NOV.12; M » W
S-PLAVER BASKETBALL • NOV. 13; M » W
TRACK 8 FIELD - NOV. 2t. PICK UP ENTRY
FORMS IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE ALL
ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00PMON DUE DATE

Alpha XI * Beta ' Alpha XI
The sisters of Alpha XI Delta
would like tocongratulaat
Beth Benjamin on being selected
Beta's fall pledge class sweetheart''
Alpha XI -Ball' Alpha XI

Lot the Hunt ington make you look
"thoughtful" for Mom and Dad
Simply open any acccounl wtti ths Hunongrjn
Access office In the BG Student Union and
receive an opportunity ID enter the drawing lor
a Bowling Green "Mom- or 'Dad' sweatshirt.
Ask tor details.
Member FDIC

Love Big Liz

ALPHA XI DELTA' BETA THETA PI
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to
thank the brothers of Beta Theta Pi for kissing
carnations II
ALPHA XI DELTA * BETA THETA PI
ALPHA XI DELTA
The sisters of Alpha XI Delta would lake to
congratulate Amy Ssvlckas on her lavaliering
toJamis Barricklowol Kappa Delta Rho'l
ALPHA XI DELTA

Alpha Xl's ' Kappa Skj'a ■ Alpha Xl'a
Alpha Xi Delta's new members would like to
thank the new members of Kappa Sigma for
the great movie night and their kissing carnations "
Alpha Xl's ' Ksppa Slg'a - Alpha Xl'a
ALPHA Xl'9 " DELTS * ALPHA XI'S
The sisters of Alpha XI Dana would like to
congratulate Natalie Can-on being selected
Delta Tsu Delta's pledge class sweetheart!!
ALPHA XI'S ' DELTS" ALPHA XI'S
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!1! Grants 1
scholarships available from sponsors!'! No
prepayments, ever!!! $$$Cash tor cotlege$$$ For Info: 1 •800-243-2438.

BGSU students: Join 10,000 other college students from around the country in an exploration
of the ways things are and the way they could
be. Live national videoconferenoe on diversity
iuues-MULTlMEDIA CAMPUS DIVERSITY
SUMMIT On Wednesday, November 13 from
7-9:45pm in Cscamp 113. For information can
3722662.

JIJLIE
MAY

The Toledo Blsdt Renaid'ani Oil*

Tomorrow you
will finally see
what a great
Big/Lil1 pair we

£te*0k£

146 North Main Bowling Green

CAMPUS POL LYE YES
Featuring over 50
different Import and domestic beers.
Smorgasboard Daily $4.49 11 am • 4pm
SS254pm-i0pm
440 E. Court St.

ad>vLum
THURSDAY
COLLEGE ID
NIGHT
25«

DRAFT
SPECIALS

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

DJ

GRAVITY
KILLS

DAVID
WILL

WANTED
1 non-smoking female sublease needed for
Spring '97. 2 bedroom apL - own room.
t158/mth . ual.Cafl Shannon @ 354-3003
2-4 Sublease's nssdsd for Spnng 97 Furnished, dose to campus, reasonable rani. Call
Jen or Karen @> 352-9860
Female subleaser lor Perrysburg Apt
20 min. from BG. own room. $i 80/mo ♦ uDI.

Call 866-4294 after 4pm
Female Subleaser Needed
Spring ■97$175ftno.
Call Maggie 353-4019
Female Subleaser Needed. Spring 97 Own
Bedroom (2 barm apt.) Free May rsnt and
cablel block from campus, call anytime
354-8130.
Female Subleaser Needed ASAP
Call 354-2348 or 354-8116
Share Very Vary' nics houaa. Less than one
block lo BGSU. Own room plus lots ol extras.
J28S-mo. plus utilities and deposit. Call
419-365-5620.
WANTED - Subleaser for Spnng 97
Own bedroom in house. Close to campus.
SI96"no. . gas « elec . 353-3245 ask lor
MltayorErln.

$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
Part-time. At horns. Toll Free (11800-989-9778
ext. T-2076 lor listings.
CASEY'S is hiring
All shifts - flexible schedules
102SN Mam-BG

SIOKAP-KD-SIOKAP
Cathy Jeiuen
Carrie Kramer
'Can I get that button for you?'
SIGKAP-KO'SIGKAP
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Congratulatons to Randy Ruppef lor his recent
engagement D Sara Stroh from the brothers of
SAE.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

The Alpha Gam's would like to thank tie Betas
for the exchange dinner last Friday, ft was a lot
of fun. Thanks Guysi

«n»l*n,r,1

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provkted. Send SASE to P.O. Box 824.
OWns. KS 66051.

Looking for a career and not jusl a Job? Providing care and training to adults with mental retardation/developmenial disabilities is a rewarding and challenging career opportunity.
Several part ome and sub positions now avail
able staring at $7.55 per hour. Pen time positions after 90 days will receive $.9.05 t $14 77/hr based upon experience. Sick leave
and vacation benefits for part Ome employees.
Experience not required Part time positions
available in Bowling Green. Portage and Wai
bridge Application may be obtained from tie
Wood County Board of MR/DO. Entrance B.
11160 E. Gypsy Lane Road. BG. 8:00am • 430
pmEOE.
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING
Postions are now available at
National Parks. Forests S
Witdkle Preserves
Excellent benefits A bonuses'
Call: 1 -208-971 -3620 ait. NS5447.

PISANELLO'S

Open Weekdays .it 4 p.m.; Open at Lunch Fri.. Sat. & Sun.

203 N. Main, B.G.

352-5166

12 Slizes - Your Best Value

NO RULES. JUST RIGHT.

FOR SALE
1990 Berelta GTZ. 5 spd , air, sunroof, power
wUidows'tocks Excellent condition. 15.900
o P o Cal 3S3-2292
1994 Geo Metre S sod 2 door hatcnoach
65.000 mi. New Brea. Grsal gas mileage asking $4500 call 372-4S2Q

Cable Deecrambier Kit
»!4 95 See ALL the channels
1 800-752 1389
Ford Tempo 1990. 4 door, EFI. Auto,
p/locks.p/steer. a/c. stereo cass, cruise,
t2500, Cal 352-5595.
Macintosh Performs 200 Computer wr!4.4
modem and fmagewriier printer. 8400 o.b.o.
Call Jay al 353-6148
Par tact Cottage Computer
IBM compal. Lap top. 8 MB. modem, MS offios.
Blk-whl 1650. OOP 419-874-2587.

LARGE

IpgUgpcllo-s

FREE DELIVERY •352-5166 |
Not VMd With Any Omar Oner.
Chicago Style Extra Coupon Eaptrat 11/3OD0 I

k H H H p ■)

Power Book 165 12JBCI4.4
w/canytng case $710
Call 353-7285 aake for Paul
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porschss. Cadilacs. Chevyt. BMWs. Corvsltss. Also Jeeps.
4WD1 Your area. Toll Free i-800-218-9000
E«. A-2076 loi current listings.

FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE SPRING SE
MESTER 1997 ACROSS THE STREET
FROM CAMPUS GREAT CONOfTfON AND
QUIET NEIGHBORS CALL 352-5827
2 bedroom apartment for rant In Spring '97
$425 a month includes heal. gas. and water.
Clean, quiet, and doss to campus. Cal
353-2712.
Apsrtmenl for rent: 1 bdrm $305/month plus itPlilies. Located on Enterprise Call 352-8S53.
Efliciency spt. for sublsass for Spnng semester. $2S0 psr month call 352-5544 ask for Tig-

NOW IS THE TIME TO CALL LEISURE
TOURS AN0 GET FREE INFORMATION FOR
SPRING BREAK PACKAGES TO SOUTH
PADRE, CANCUN, JAMAICA, AND FLORIDA
REPS NEEDED. TRAVEL FREE AND EARN
COMMISSIONS. 800-838-8203

I Oood al al participating locations

END*
11/30/06I

Toledo Public Schools is seakmg interested
candidates who hold bachelor degreee in
AruaSciences. Engineering, Trade A Induaty
or Education, to substitute part or full bme
P lease caR (419) 72M26678296 for furthar trv
formation or coma in parson to tha Thurgood
Marshall (Administrason) Building Room 101,
at Manhattan 4 Elm Streets. Toledo. Oh
43606.

Fu» Time/Part Tune flexible schedule. Easy
work, no experience. Earn $300-4600 wkly at
home guaranteed Call 7 days (407) 875-2022
Ext. 0561 H44.

1 ITEM PIZZA SALE
$
$ 78
ISm.
4°° Lg.
6
$
EXTRA
>Med. _ 5°°

UMJ&tt

The Molten (North America) Corporation is currently seeking students interested in performing light industrial work starting with the Spring
semester 1907. Tha job wtti consist of daflashing, inspecting and repainng rubber automotive parts lor our customers. Further information will be presented during interviews
conducted at 436 N. Eniarpr.se St.. (old Hemi
BWg >BG OH on Monday. November 11,
Tuesday November 12 and Wednesday
November 13 Irom 12 noon to 5pm daily. Starting rate of pay is 16.00 oar hour. This la an
excellent opportunity tor continued pari-Oma
employment.

Brand new loveseel sleeper $350 OBO Cal
TiftaniQ 372-5891.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to S2.000 e /month
working on Cruse Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World travel. Seasonal A lull Dme employment available. No experience necessary.
For mora information cat 1 -206-971 -3550 ext.
C5S446

u> join

AaaMrtcna • I MWUWIM IM m.
Al Ombnrk . • aJbuMT only, AMMta, thamaa,
rMiurauni, •• amMaking ■■■rgkinJ
a-W.vaSnnb for blf fun aad feU-dm
•anpLoyMM. W. ako offar frnnt be. n-flu and
an FA ploy« Stock Optwn Plan.
TW OaOkMk Suuk Ho — -HI opne aeoe lai

SEASONAL
ORDER ENTRY
$5 SO-M00..
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part-time
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
into our order processing system. Earn $5 50.
$6.oo. $7.00 an hour or moral Positions are
open on day and evening shifts during the
week and on weekends Must have basic computer and typing skills Flexible schedules,
cash performance incentives, generous employee discount, professional supervision. Apply in person al our corporate off ces Mon.-Fri.
from 9 00 a.m. - 7 00 p m . and Sat 10:00am
- 3:00 p.m. Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd .
Maumee, OH 43537 EOE.

2 Pfnsh Tickete
tor Auburn His Nov.fWi
807-2273

Cashiers - Barney's Convenience Mart
998 S. Mam A 1091 N. Main accepting
applications. Benefits & shift differential
Apply In parson.

ALPHA PHI 1 SIG EP' ALPHA PHI
SIO EP • ALPHA PHI • SrG EP
Thanks to tie Sig Ep Pledges for kissing carnations
Ths nilers ol Alpha Phi
SIG EP'ALPHA PHI" SIG EP

Satat consultant needed lor p*urn6*ng showroom. Ab-s b work nights and Sal. 15-20
hr s/week. Sales experience a pitas. Dei-grvConstrucnon backround helpful. Sand resume to the Kohier Bath House, 12SF Indiana
Av». Perrysburg, OH «3551.

HELP WANTED

LOVE. LESLIE. MELISSA. HOLLY. SHASTA
DEB. JACKIE. ( THE SISTERS OF ALPHA
PHI

401 W. Dusscl ltd.
>1;..IIIU<-. Oil 43S37
Mon-Frl 10-6
Sat 10-3

mm

The Alpha Gam's would like to congratulate
Beth on being part of tha Family Relations
Committee for Danes Marathon1
Congratulations Bethll

WE HAD THE BEST TIME

You're doing a GREAT job Mac West Hall
council. Keep up tie good work! Mac-the
best is in Westn

NEVER WORK
UOfflAMH
M*M UM IMMM oppennnity

THANK YOU TO OUR MUOTUG COACHE S
JEFF. MATT. BRIAN.8 PATH

The Alpha Gam's would like to congratulate
Teresa on being tha second runner up for tie
Sigma Ch> Sweetheart'
Congratulationa Tree I

Would you Ilka lo apend your Spring Break
In New York Cly lo learn about poverty and
racism first hand, and also earn 3 houra
credit In Ethnic Studies. For mora information cat Bill Thompson at UCF Center
352-7534.

T.O.'a Campus Corner
Visit T.O.'s this parents weekend
tor customized BGSU sportswear

Don't

SIGEP "ALPHA PHI-SIGEP

Thursday night at Biewater'e
Ladles Night
Coma and enjoy drink apeclale

will be!
Love, Your Big?

Senior Portraits
Due to the a-emendous response we received.
Carl Wotf Studios wi*. be rearming lo campus
on Jan. 27-31. This will be the final visit this
school year an wil only last 5 days. Call tie
Yearbook office at 372-8086 with any questions

Sigma Kapppa ' Sigma Kappa
Congratulations
Debbla Webster
You're the best pledge Ed. avert
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa

CALL TODAYIII
Register tor facts and faces
Receive a certificate Irom
The American Red Croea
Laam updates on H fV/AIOS
This Friday, Nov. 8th 1 p-5p
Call 372-9355 to register

W In my book, SamB's,
my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus **/**/

FREE FREE FREE

I F C 3on 3 Basketball Tournament
Thursday, November 7
Student Recreation Center
Registration 6-7pm
Play7-Spm
•1 Donation requested
Door prizes an* be given away
Ca« 2-2648 If you nave any question i

Love. Your Family Ellen, Came. Amy. Laurie, and Susie

Anxious about speaking In public or In In*
classroom? Brief workshops offered free
tnrooQh ths Psych. Services Center. CsJ.
372-2540 la tlgn up.
For alterations
Garters! Sewing,sic
Csil 354-1008

Sal. 1200-4 00 alCoopsr Pool

ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI * ALPHA PHI

ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI

PARENTS WEEKCNN-SHIRTS

Woman's Watar Polo Tournament

Do you want to laam ID sal bsllsr
lo achieve a hsslthisr. trimmer,
mora fit body?
Tha Csnlsr for Weeness and Prevention
offers tres dietary screening and
nutritional assessment.
CALL TCOAY for spot 372-9355

We make a great pair and
I am proud to have you in our family
I love you little I
BigDani

SERVICES OFFERED

3

COMESEE
SEVEN BABES IN BATHING SUITS

SSL
Female sub-lsassr Spring "97
Brand new duplex, furnished
$187 .SO/mo. 353-6081
Need subleaser
354-5218

Spring

97

Call

Non-smoker subleaser needed ASAP. Own
room. $215/mo * else. Free cable quiet and
nice neighborhood 5 minutes walking distance
from REC Center Call 353-2823
One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apl.
East Evers $37S/mo. 419-669-3036
Subleaser needed, your own room
$137.50/mo
Call 353-7244
SubWassr needed for 2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath
apartment at Hllsdale apartments. Please celt
354-3016.
SuUeasera warned: i bedroom near campus.
Cats allowed, on sight I laundry. Contact Ed or
Amy 352-8925
Subfaeaers needed 2 bedrooms
11/2 baths. $415/mo» gas leave.
Cal I Dana ©354 -6127
Warned roommates D fill houses $ apis
Very Close To Campus

Call 353-0325

NEWMAN'S MARATHON
525 N. Main St and W. Marry Av*.

OPENING:
LOCALH

LARGE DISPLAY Of

HEARTLAND YARD BARNS
' MOW AVAJLABU AT NEWMAN'S aiAHATHON •

353-1311

An American Company Serving America

1966 1906
Sprvi'H] ft G

UPCOMING:
NOV. 15 KID ROCK
NOV. 27 EKOOSTIK HOOKAH
DEC. 4 MODERN ENGLISH
DEC. 29 SPONGE
209 N. SUPERIOR
DOWNTOWN TOLEDO
HOTLINE (419) 243-4449

I

Bet Rsady Far Wlatar
Git Tsar PROPANE Fill IHI.

For
30 Yeats

|" TUNE-UP SPECjALJUJBirOIL & FILTEFtf TIRE ROTATION
•36.95. M f» qe
& BALANCE
.NCI
»

I
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.CYLINDER

♦21.95

H6.95|:£T
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RADIATOR
FLUSH & FILL

♦39.95
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